
Operator’s Guide to PowerVac Rotary Polishers

1. Tilt the machine back using the handle.
 
2. Locate Pad Holder or Brush by slotting grooves together and spinning the 

accessory anticlockwise to lock in place.
 
3. Once the required accessory is fitted stand the m
 
4. Position the machine to commence operation.
 

5. Fully unwind cable, checking for any
if damaged arrange replacement 

 
6. Adjust the handle by pulling the lever 

Handle should be adjusted to suit individual operator’s proportions. 
 

HINT: Handle should be at approximately 
groin level or with operator’s arms slightly bent.

 
  Arms should grip handle in comfortable but loose manner, 

of the machine is based o
 
7. To start the machine push the safety switch

side of the handle, this will allow you to use the triggers 
underside to engage the brush.  Once the machine in running the 
safety button can be release

 
8. To facilitate the correct swinging motion of the machine:
  

 Lift the handle slightly forward to move right

 
 Lower the handle to move
 

This should require minimal effort so if you have to fight the machine for control you have 
the handle set at the wrong height, the pad or brush may not be correctly fitted, or may 
need replacement. 
 

9.  Always remove Pad Holder after use
around bracket on handle of the machine.
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Operator’s Guide to PowerVac Rotary Polishers
 

Tilt the machine back using the handle.  

Locate Pad Holder or Brush by slotting grooves together and spinning the 
accessory anticlockwise to lock in place. 

Once the required accessory is fitted stand the machine back up.  

Position the machine to commence operation. 

Fully unwind cable, checking for any signs of damage. If OK plug in,
if damaged arrange replacement immediately.  

Adjust the handle by pulling the lever (#1) on the right hand side up. 
ndle should be adjusted to suit individual operator’s proportions.  

Handle should be at approximately  
groin level or with operator’s arms slightly bent. 

Arms should grip handle in comfortable but loose manner, control 
of the machine is based on balance not strength 

the safety switch on the back right hand 
of the handle, this will allow you to use the triggers (#2) on the 

underside to engage the brush.  Once the machine in running the 
safety button can be released. 

To facilitate the correct swinging motion of the machine: 

forward to move right 

Lower the handle to move machine left 

This should require minimal effort so if you have to fight the machine for control you have 
e set at the wrong height, the pad or brush may not be correctly fitted, or may 

remove Pad Holder after use and before storing the machine. Gently wind cable 
around bracket on handle of the machine. 
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Locate Pad Holder or Brush by slotting grooves together and spinning the 

signs of damage. If OK plug in, 

on the right hand side up.  
 

This should require minimal effort so if you have to fight the machine for control you have 
e set at the wrong height, the pad or brush may not be correctly fitted, or may 

and before storing the machine. Gently wind cable 
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